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This last month has seen interesting developments in and out of Parliament. The
Nationalists have announced a programme of legislation conlaining enough " apartheid ..
measures 10 satisfy their most ardent supporters. There have been indications thal the
United Party may be prepared to compromise on the Coloured Franchise and already the
split in their I"$nks has widened. But it is the Labour Party proposals !hat interest us.

The Labour Party has shown that it, at any rate, is in no mood to compromise and it
has done so before the opening of Parliament by making an announcement of a new franchise
programme. Its proposals are interesting and significant. Briefly Ihey involve the extension
of the franchise on the Common Roll to all Coloureds and Indians in the Transvaal and Free
State on the present Cape basis, and its extension to women; three M.P.s, three M.P.C.s,
and two Senators, who might be Indians, to represent Natal Indians; Africans would be
directly represented by ten M.P.s, ten M.P.C.s, and eight Senators, and in the Northern
Provinces there would be for Africans a Standard V literary qualification for the vote. In
addition, provision is made for a limited representation of Africans and Indians in local
government. The proposals are not regarded as being final and for all time.

These proposals present a most significant advance on the part of the Labour Party
and for that reason, if for no other, they are to be welcomed. To welcome them, however,
is not necessarily to agree with them and we believe that they have certain fundamental
weaknesses. The greatest and most obvious of these is that for the Africans as a whole
and for the Indians in Natal the Labour Party continues to pin its faith to the communal
franchise. The Liberal Party believes that there are very real dangers inberent in any system
of communal representation and for this reason it stands by the common roll franchise for
all who bave attained a certain cultural standard. It believes that until all South Africans
can be persuaded to think of men as men and not as individuals having a particular colour
there can be no end to OUT problems. It believes that rather than help to achieve such a
state of affairs the communal franchise is likely to encourage the opposite. Group representa
tion must inevitably lead to sectionalism in outlook and to the development of an attitude
of mind which regards the interests of the group as being in conflict with, and attainable
on.ly at the expense of, the interests of other groups.

Experience with the separate roll in this country has shown it to have other disadvantages.
Since 1936 when the Cape Africans were transferred to a separate roll tbe whole responsibility
for attempting to put the African point of view has devolved on the Native Representatives---
other members have ceased to regard it as one of their duties to press African claims. The
result has been that the Native Representatives have found the'mselves in a perpetual minority
and often dismissed as a bunch of sentimental " kafferboeties".

There are other arguments against the separate roll. It makes: it extremely difficult
to get people to think of the interests of the country as a whole-they are too busy thinking
of their own sectional interests. There is also no reason whatever to believe that
unenfranchised South Africans support tbe idea of a communal roll, except tbose wbo are
seduced by Nationalist propaganda. It was rejected by India~s in 1946 and since tben all
major non-European organisations have come out strongly for the universal adult franchise
(In n common roll.



The Liberal Party does nOI believe in any restriction of the franchise on the grounds of
race or colour. Under prevailing circumstances, it believes that the only restriction on a
person's right to votc should be a cultural one; but it also believes that this cultural voting
standard should, as soon as possible, be brought within the reach of everyone. It believes
that South Africans should votc on a common roll and that the constituencies should have
a territorial basis. It believes that, under Ihis system, each constituency will, up 10 a point,
represent a cross-section of our population; its voters will consist of members of all racial
groups and Ihis fact alone will make it impossible for representatives 10 neglect or disparage
anyone section of the community.

or course the casc for a common roll has here been over-simplified for Ihe purposes
of this article but the Liberal Party has olher than intellectual reasons for its adherence to
the common roll. No white person who works in harmony with non-white persons, no
non-while person who works in harmony with while persons, no person who possesses or
has learnt 10 possess a deep respect for the personalities of othen can consenllo the principle
of a separate roll, nor to the principle of while supremacy which is concealed behind the whole
seductive array of separation arrangements. That fundamentally is why the liberal Party
stands for Ihe common roll. It is the only way in which the dignily of man can be upheld.
Neverlheless, even if we may disagree With the Labour Party programme, the Parly must
be given fuU credit for its courage. It is the first of the old-established parties to produce a
progressive franchise policy since Union. If it can persuade its supporters among the
while workers that additional political ri$hts must be given 10 non-Europeans now, it will
have influenced a substantial body of whIte opinion to think progressively, and the Liberal
Party's task will have been made that much easier.

PRESS COMMENTS

The first issue of COI1/acl has had {>res5 mention only in Natal papers. The Nalal Witness
carried a leader on Mr. Paton's anicle In whi~b the writer stated his conviction that tbe Party's
most effective service to the country would be as an active political party rather than as a
mere ideological pressure group. In the former role it could" exert a sort of countervailing
pull on tbe V.P." and mighlthus ,. be able to exercise indirectly a not inconsiderable influence
on public life ".

c. W. M. Gell continues to expound the liberal viewpoinl in a variety of journals. In
the Port Elizabeth El'ening Post be answered a view, put forward by Die Vaderlalld, that
people ofdissimilar cultura:llevels and different races cannot live together in a common society.
Die Vaderland gave, as supporting evidence, the examples of Europe (with its 25 countries)
and India and Palestine" before the apanheid solution was applied ". Mr. Gell shows
how differing peoples can live together 10 one society, citing Brazil, the U.S., Swifzerland,
elC., and goes on to explain liberalism as the only alternative 10 nationalism.

In Indian Opinion Mr. Get! takes up the challenge presented by Church News, an Anglican
magazine, which recently doubted the wisdom of Ihe formation of a separate liberal Party.
Church Nell's thought it better for national stability if "Afrikaans-speaking and V.P. £Oli
licisns were to become more individually liberal". Mr. Gell feels that not the leastjustlfica
tion for a separate party is the indirect pressure exerted on established parties to liberalise
their policies or lose their liberals. He then justifies the existence of the Party on more
~sitive grounds, concluding with words that many South Africans would do well to ponder :
• liberalism makes an effort to reach out to men as individual persanalities on their merits,
.~tresslng Ilteir common humllllity in a (oml/lon (i!i;enship as against the tribal call of anI'
secrlonal natiol1alism whatsof'l'er". .


